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Available exclusively from The Granite Company
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HIGH SPEC 
ENGINEERED
QUARTZ SURFACES

Our quartz surfaces consist of approximately 93% natural quartz, 
together with pigments, and resins. These are vibro-compacted 
under vacuum, which results in a non-porous material that has 
the look of natural stone.
Origin Quartz surfaces are Mohs hardness 7. Diamond is Mohs 
hardness 10 as a comparison.
 
Easy Care:
No sealants are necessary due to the surfaces being non-porous.
Scratch resistant.
 
Warranties:
Lifetime Limited on residential use
10 years on commercial use
Designed for interior installations only



Fine Shimmer

Fine mirror shards embedded 
in a white base for a glamorous 
edgy finish.

Nero Veneto 

Ultimate luxury expressed by a 
black matt base with a marble look 
created by white veining.

White Shimmer

Medium sized shards of mirror 
embedded in a white base for a 
fashionable look.

Industrial Grey  

Exciting natural colours designed 
into a dappled surface for an ultra-
modern feel.

Carrara Whisper 

Imitating natural marble, without 
the liabilities of marble. Delicate 
whisps of veining on a white base

Calacatta 

Elegant veining cascading over 
a white base for a timeless and 
aesthetic finish.

Pure White

A simple uniform white A-grade 
colour. Fine grain with a 
mono-chromatic luxurious finish.

Stone Grey

Hints of stone colour warm this light 
grey base colour for a sleek finish.

Crystal White

Plain white base colour with fine 
kernels interspersed throughout the 
material which lends a textured look.

Tungsten Grey

Dark kernels distributed evenly 
throughout a medium grey base. 
Will give a contemporary look to any 
space.

Nougat

Fine and medium kernels 
distributed in a white base colour 
giving a “nutty” appearance.

Concrete Grey

Dark grey plain base colour   
containing fine dark kernels. Perfect 
for a striking,  modern look.


